your

first move........

ON RECEIPT OF YOUR FURNITURE FOLLOW THIS PROCEDURE ON ALL NATURAL
WOODEN SURFACES

1. shake the PRONATURE PLANT SOAP well and mix a small qty 1:5 with
water. ensure that furniture is free of dust.
2. apply the dilute solution with a cloth to the surface and end grain of the
wooden surfaces. allow to penetrate and dry.
3. scour lightly with a scotchbrite scouring pad to render smooth.
NOTE - the early application of the oil rich plant soap helps prevent
premature cracking. you can repeat this process as frequently as you like to
nurture the timber.

rust metal

maintenance - 1x year or when signs of flaking rust.

1. scour frames with scotch brite pads to remove loose rust and
brush clean.
2. apply PRONATURE WAX to the metal frame with a cloth and rub dry.
3. NOTE - the wax is NOT FOR USE on timber outdoors
4. OIL the articulating parts of the chairs and exercise the folding action 2 x a year

galvanised metal

natural timber
maintenance - ideally 4 x a year. min.1x year.
1. wet the wood and scrub with scotch brite pads in the direction of the grain of wood.
2. wash off the dirt and loose wood pulp residue.
3. mix PRONATURE PLANT SOAP 1:5 water.
(200ml plant soap to 1 L water).
4. apply to the surface and scrub in direction of the grain, with the scourer.
5. areas with severe marks: agitate across the grain, then with the grain. rinse off and allow
to dry.
6. lightly scour timber with a DRY scotchbrite scourer.

commercial situations i.e. restaurants etc.
1. mix PRONATURE PLANT SOAP 1:2 with water. (500ml plant soap to 1 L water).
2. wipe surfaces with a cloth and dilute solution between sittings. this will create a slight
barrier on the surface which will help prevent penetration of spilt food and drinks.

oiled timber
maintenance - 1 x year (or when the timber appears to be dry)
1. scour lightly with scotchbrite scourers in direction of grain of wood to remove old oil.
2. wipe surfaces clean of all loose dirt.
3. apply PRONATURE OUTDOOR OIL lightly with a soft lint free cloth or brush.
4. IMPORTANT - remove any excess oil with a dry cloth after approx. 15 min.

NOTE - furniture in close proximity to the sea will show a formation of powdery white
crystals as the galvanised metal oxidises.
build up of this residue will be difficult to remove if left unattended
maintenance - washing 1x year

1. remove this residue in early stages with a high pressure hose or scour manually with
scotchbrite pad and water.
2. OIL the articulating parts of the chairs and exercise the folding action 2 x a year

stone surfaces

maintenance
1. wipe up spillages promptly - always clean the table surface after meals
with a damp cloth.
2. wash the stone often (pref. with RAINWATER that you’ve saved ) and
occasionally with very dilute PRONATURE PLANT SOAP.
3. apply BELLINZONI SPRAY POLISH sparingly, but regularly with a soft
cloth to the clean surface.
frequency: domestic - minimum 1 x a month
			
commercial minimum 1 x a week
DO NOT use harsh scouring cleaning materials or strong detergents.

spare parts

in the event of complete neglect - replacement wooden components
are available for all models of chairs.
in the event of metal frames breaking by accident or in the course of
normal use, axis rivets can be replaced and things straightened out.
we will require that you bring the patient to the showroom or factory.

further info and care

please consult our website http://hopegf.com
all maintenance products can be purchased from the hope
showroom, selected hardware stores or from our website
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